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Abstract 

More than 50% of patients affected by colorectal cancer (CRC) present liver metastasis, which is the 

most frequent cause of CRC-associated death. Numerous studies have shown that metastatic cascade 

is the result of complex mechanisms based on two-way interactions between invasive CRC cells and 

liver resident cells. In recent years, several findings have demonstrated that small extracellular 

vesicles (SEVs) released by cancer cells play a crucial role in the formation of pre-metastatic niche 

in the liver, specifically affecting the activities of non-parenchymal cells as Kupffer cells and hepatic 

stellate cells. However, although hepatocytes (heps) are the most conspicuous in the liver, their 

involvement in pre-metastatic niche formation remains still unknown. This study shows for the first 

time that SEVs derived from CRC cells (CRC_SEVs) carrying TGFβ1 impair the morphological and 

functional properties of human normal heps and trigger their TGFβ1-dependent epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition (EMT). Moreover, SEVs were also isolated from the plasma and biopsies of 

CRC patients. Heps treated with patients-derived SEVs underwent an EMT, thus confirming previous 

results. Since it is known that the EMT of heps led to the formation of a fibrotic environment, which 

can promote metastasis, the obtained results indicate for the first time that heps can have an active 

role in regulating the pre-metastatic niche formation. 

Uveal melanoma (UM) is rare cancer originating from the uveal tract within the eye. Fifty percent of 

UM patients will develop metastatic disease, mainly in the liver; however, the reasons why the 

metastatic site is almost exclusively the liver are still unknown. Moreover, the role of UM-derived 

SEVs in initiating liver metastasis is still unknown. Similarly, to CRC-SEVs, it was found that UM-

SEVs induce EMT in human normal heps. 

Finally, to investigate the establishment of a fibrotic environment in CRC-SEVs-conditioned liver, a 

three-dimensional (3D) model, represented by liver spheroids was developed. Once characterized, 

liver spheroids were treated with CRC-SEVs, which decreased functional and structural markers 

expression, thus confirming the data obtained in 2D. Moreover, CRC-SEVs treatment increased the 

production of fibronectin, a known marker of fibrosis, in liver spheroids. By co-culturing metastatic 

CRC cells with liver spheroids, it was demonstrated that the pre-conditioning with SEVs derived by 

CRC cells isolated from the primary tumor strongly increased the ability of metastatic cells to invade 

liver spheroids. Collectively these data shed the light on mechanisms involved in the formation of the 

pre-metastatic niche in the liver, demonstrating that heps actively participate in this process. This 

evidence may help to find new therapeutic opportunities to counteract liver metastasis of CRC. 
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1. Introduction 

When in 1996 Raposo et al. discovered that extracellular vesicles (EVs) from immune cells are 

capable of presenting antigens 1, thus giving the first evidence that EVs have a role in cell-cell 

communication, the interest of the scientific community increased exponentially. In the past two 

decades, several studies demonstrated how EVs take part both in physiological and pathological 

processes, playing a key role in many diseases, including cancer. Nowadays, it is well established 

that EVs are involved in each step of cancer progression, from tumor growth to metastatic spreading. 

In particular, EVs are involved in the formation of the so-called “pre-metastatic niche”, a 

microenvironment favourable to the establishment and growth of metastases. Some studies 

highlighted that EVs released by colorectal cancer cells can favour liver metastasis affecting the 

functions of liver non-parenchyma cells. However, in this process, the role of hepatocytes, which 

represent the most represented cells in the liver parenchyma, is still unknown. 

 

1.1 Cancer and metastasis 

Cancer is a pathological condition characterized by the uncontrolled proliferation of cells that can 

infiltrate normal organs and tissues of the body and alter their structure and function 2. As mentioned 

by Francis Peyton Rous, a tumor virologist, Nobel lecture, in 1966: 

“Tumors destroy man in a unique and appalling way, as flesh of his own flesh which has somehow 

been rendered proliferative, rampant, predatory and ungovernable. They are the most concrete and 

formidable of human maladies, yet despite more than 70 years of experimental study they remain 

the least understood.” 

Although several factors, including genetics, epigenetics, environment, nutrition, and physical 

activity, can affect the onset of cancer 3, the majority of cancers (about 90-95 %) are due to genetic 

mutations from environmental and lifestyle factors 4. 

Despite more than 100 types of cancer can affect humans, all tumor cells possess the six hallmarks 

of cancer, described by Douglas Hanahan and Robert Weinberg in 2000 5: 

1. Sustaining proliferative signaling 

2. Evading growth suppressors  

3. Resisting cell death 

4. Enabling replicative immortality 

5. Inducing/accessing vasculature 

6. Activating invasion and metastasis  

Some years later, tow new hallmarks were included: deregulating cellular metabolism and avoiding 

immune destruction 5. 
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However, since these hallmark traits, on their own, fail to address the complexities of cancer 

pathogenesis last year they introduced a new concept: the “enabling characteristics”. Douglas 

Hanahan and Robert Weinberg defined enabling characteristics as consequences of the aberrant 

condition of neoplasia that provide the means by which cancer cells and tumors can adopt these 

functional traits. The two enabling processes were genome instability and tumor-promoting 

inflammation (Fig. 1) 6. 

 

 

FIGURE 1 The 8 hallmarks of cancer and the 2 enabling characteristics 6 

 

One of the most well-known properties of cancer cells is their ability to invade neighboring tissues; 

invasive capability is the property that enables the dissemination of tumor cells around the body. 

Many types of tumors eventually release cancer cells that migrate to distant sites in the body, through 

the blood or lymph system, where they form the secondary tumors known as metastases 7. Despite 

the development of technologies and therapeutic strategies, metastasis is still the major cause of 

cancer-related death today 8. 

To acquire the ability to metastasize cancer cells have to undergo a multitude of phenotypic changes, 

in a multistep process that starts with local invasion of the cells into the surrounding tissues. They 

then have to invade blood vessels, survive in the harsh environment of the circulatory system, exit 

this system and then start dividing in the new tissue (Fig. 2) 5, 9. 
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FIGURE 2 Overview of the metastatic cascade: The five key steps of metastasis include invasion, intravasation, 

circulation, extravasation, and colonization 10 

 

In 1889, Stephen Paget formulated the hypothesis of “seed and soil”, in which cancer cells represent 

the “seeds” that can go in all directions but will only take root in congenial “soil” 11. Several clinical 

observations supported this hypothesis, highlighting that most cancers metastasize to specific organs, 

following a process known as “organotropism” (Fig. 3). While prostate cancer preferably 

metastasizes in bone 12, uveal melanoma typically colonizes the liver 13. Breast cancer, instead, can 

relapse in different organs, such as bone, lung, liver, and brain 14. 
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FIGURE 3 Metastatic Organotropism: clinical observations suggest that most cancers metastasize to specific target 

organs, a process known as “metastatic organotropism” 10 

 

Metastatic organotropism can be regulated by multiple factors, including the circulation pattern, 

tumor-intrinsic factors, organ-specific niches, and the interaction between tumor cells and the host 

microenvironment 15. In this context, the concept of “pre-metastatic niche” was conceptualized, as a 

fertile “soil” conducive to the survival and outgrowth of metastatic “seed” 16. The formation of the 

pre-metastatic niche is the very first step of metastatic spreading and precedes the arrival of metastatic 

cancer cells. Cells from the primary tumor release soluble factors and extracellular vesicles that 

trigger crucial steps of pre-metastatic establishments, such as the alteration of local resident cells, the 

recruitment of non-resident cells, and the recruitment of circulating cancer cells 17-19. The main 

features of the pre-metastatic niche are increased vascular permeability, ECM remodeling, 

angiogenesis, and immunosuppression 20. 

 

1.2 Colorectal cancer 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the development of cancer in the colon or rectum, and it’s characterized 

by different symptoms, including blood in the stool, weight loss, and fatigue 21. CRC is the third 

leading cause of cancer-related deaths in both genders worldwide 22, and it’s correlated with old age, 

obesity, smoking, and lack of physical activity 23. 
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It has been found that some dietary factors, such as red meat, processed meat, and alcohol, can 

increase the risk of CRC 24. Another risk factor is represented by inflammatory bowel disease, 

including Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis 25. 

CRC develops following a predictable progression of histological and concurrent epigenetic and 

genetic changes which originate in the epithelial cells of the colon, that frequently increase the Wnt 

signaling pathway activity 26. In the ‘classic’ CRC formation model, cancer arises from a polyp 

beginning with an aberrant crypt, which then evolves into an early adenoma. Then, the adenoma 

progresses to an advanced adenoma before finally transforming into a tumor. This process is driven 

by an accumulation of mutations and epigenetic alterations and can take 10–15 years to occur (Fig. 

4) 27. Currently, two sequences describing progression from normal colon to CRC have been 

identified depending on the first mutation which occurs most frequently in adenomatous polyposis of 

colon (APC) gene and β-catenin (CTNNB1) gene and leads to hyperplasia 28. Next, the occurrence of 

mutations in NRAS, KRAS, and BRAF genes induces the transition by early to advanced polyps. 

Subsequent alterations in SMAD4 and PI3KCA induce the formation of early cancer which 

progresses to advanced cancer with other mutations in TP53 and TGFBR2 genes 26. 

 

 

FIGURE 4 The polyp to colorectal cancer sequences 26 

 

The prevalence of CRC has been dramatically growing at an alarming rate globally in recent years. 

CRC incidences vary by country, the highest number of CRC new cases was estimated in China and 

the USA in 2020, and this number is expected to grow continuously over the next 20 years 22. Together 

with the USA and China, the top 10 countries are Brazil, France, UK, Italy, Germany, India, Russia, 

and Japan (Fig. 5). 
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FIGURE 5 The number of new CRC cases in the top 10 countries with the highest incident cases in 2020 and projections 

for 2040 22 

 

To date, treatments for primary and metastatic colorectal cancer include chemotherapy, targeted 

therapy, immunotherapy, surgery, and radiation therapy 29. The 5-year survival of CRC patients is 

65% if the tumor is localized or regional; however, if cancer has spread to distant parts of the body 

the survival of CRC patients can be dramatically reduced, reaching 15%, thus making metastasis the 

main complication of CRC 30. 

 

1.3 CRC Metastasis to the Liver 

As discussed above, the choice of metastatic site formation is not random; in the case of colon cancer, 

the liver represents the most common site of metastases 30. Approximately 50% of patients with CRC 

will develop liver metastasis during their life 31. Metastasis of CRC in the liver has been explained in 

past years due to the portal vein system, which directly connects the colorectal and liver. 

The metastatic dissemination of CRC cells in the liver is a complex and multi-step process (Fig. 6): 

1. morphological changes such as EMT confer to a small number of CRC cells the capacity to 

evade the primary tumor; 

2. CRC cells migrate through the ECM and invade the neighboring tissues; 

3. intravasation of CRC cells and survival in the circulation; 

4. extravasation of CRC cells; 

5. colonization to liver forming CRC metastasis 
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FIGURE 6 Metastatic invasion of tumour cells into the liver 32 

 

The formation of CRC liver metastasis involves the activation of several biomolecules, including 

non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), Notch pathway, TGFβ signaling, Tyrosine kinase c-MET signaling, 

phosphatase of regenerating liver (PRL3), tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 2 (Trop-2) and 

so on 33. Moreover, CRC cells, even before their arrival in the metastatic site, produce and release 

many soluble factors, such as cytokines, chemokines, and extracellular vesicles, which modify the 

liver microenvironment making it supportive for metastasis 34, 35. 

Once metastatic CRC cells reach the liver, they encounter a unique subset of highly specialized 

resident cells, including hepatocytes, Kupffer cells, hepatic stellate cells, dendritic cells, and resident 

natural killer cells 36. 

The complex network of interactions established between CRC cancer cells and liver resident cells 

can deeply modify the phenotype of hepatic cells. For instance, although in the early phase of the 

metastatic invasion, Kupffer cells are predominantly tumoricidal 37, they can promote metastasis after 

extravasation by releasing growth factors (HGF and VEGF) which enhance cancer cell proliferation 

and angiogenesis 38. 

Even though to date CRC patients can benefit from a multidisciplinary team to determine an optimal 

personalized therapeutic approach, liver metastasis remains the main cause of death in these patients 

32. For this reason, revealing the molecular mechanisms involved in the early step of CRC liver 

metastasis formation is crucial to allow early detection and the development of effective therapies. 
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1.4 TGF-β signaling  

Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) family includes TGF-β1, TGF-β2, and TGF-β3, which 

regulate many processes such as cellular proliferation, survival, migration, and differentiation 39. 

TGF-β signaling can occurs through canonical small mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 

(SMAD) signaling and through crosstalk non-canonical signaling pathways. The canonical TGF-β 

signaling pathway is activated upon TGF-β binding to two serine/threonine kinase receptors TGF-β 

type II receptors (TβRII), leading to the recruitment and formation of a heteromeric complex with 2 

TGF-β type I receptors (TβRI). TβRII kinase phosphorylates TβRI, which in turn phosphorylates the 

SMAD proteins SMAD2 and SMAD3. This induces the assembly into heterodimeric and trimeric 

complexes with SMAD4, which translocate to the nucleus to regulate expression of TGF-β target 

genes. SMAD signaling induces a negative feedback loop through SMAD7, which mediates TβRI 

degradation. 

Besides canonical signaling, TGF-β can induce various non-canonical signaling pathways resulting 

in changes in transcription, the cytoskeleton, tight junctions, and translation. Non-canonical pathways 

include, for example, Rho/Rho-associated coiled-coil kinase (ROCK) signaling, phosphoinositide 3-

kinase/AKT signaling, or the activation of multiple mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK), 

including extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK), through Ras activation, and c-Jun N-terminal 

kinases (JNK) and p38 (Fig. 7). 
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FIGURE 7 TGF-β signaling pathways. (left panel) Canonical signaling pathway. Upon ligand engagement, the type II 

kinases phosphorylate the type I receptors, which are then activated. TGF-β induces the phosphorylation of Smad2/3. By 

forming complexes with Smad4, phosphorylated Smad2/3 translocate into the nucleus to regulate target gene expression. 

PAI1 and TMEPAI are typical target genes induced downstream of Smad3 phosphorylation. Inhibitory Smads (i.e. 

Smad7) can antagonize the action of signal-transducing Smad4. (right panel) Non-canonical signaling pathways. TGF-β 

family members can also activate PI3K, RHO, MAPK, TRAF6, and TAK1 40. 

 

In the liver, TGF-β1 is mainly expressed by Kupffer cells and stellate cells, while is not expressed by 

hepatocytes. However, TGF-β is a key inducer of fibrosis, activating hepatic stellate cells and 

transdifferentiating hepatocytes toward myofibroblasts through an epithelial to mesenchymal-like 

process 41. The activation of TGF-β signaling pathway causes an increase of matrix deposition 

through connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), receptor for activated c kinase 1 (RACK1) and 

NADPH oxidase 4 (Nox4), and collagen-1 secretion. The establishment of a fibrotic environment 

promotes the appearance of liver metastases and predicts the occurrence and relapse of metastatic 

disease 42-44. In colorectal cancers, metastases are characterized by high stroma and TGF-β signaling, 

resulting in poor prognosis 45. Many studies demonstrated that TGF-β play an important role in 

creating the fibrotic niche; besides TGF-β supports immune escape, angiogenesis, and tumor 

outgrowth in different phases of liver colonization 46-48]. 

TGF-β is definitely the master regulator of epithelial to mesenchymal transition, which is a part of 

the dynamic plasticity of cancer cells 49.  

 

1.5 Epithelial to mesenchymal transition 

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is characterized by the loss of epithelial cell character, 

cell polarity, and cell-cell junctions, and the gain of mesenchymal features, resulting in more invasive 

potential 46. Multiple factors and signals accurately regulate EMT at different levels. The most well-

known mediators of EMT are cytokines, such as TGF-β, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family, 

epidermal growth factor (EGF), and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) 50, 51. 

As shown in Fig. 8, epithelial cells display apical-basal polarity, are held together by tight junctions, 

adherens junctions, and desmosomes, and are anchored to the basement membrane by 

hemidesmosomes. Epithelial cells express molecules associated with the epithelial state, which help 

to maintain cell polarity. The induction of EMT is triggered by specific transcription factors, 

including ZEB, SNAIL, and TWIST, which repress the expression of epithelial state genes and 

increase the expression of genes associated with the mesenchymal state. These changes in gene 

expression result in the breakdown of cell-cell junctions and the loss of apical–basal cell polarity. 
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At the same time, cells acquire mesenchymal-like features, such as front-to-back polarity and invasive 

capacities. EMT is a reversible process, and mesenchymal cells can revert to the epithelial state by 

undergoing mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET). EMT and MET occur during normal 

development and during cancer progression. 

 

 

FIGURE 8 Outline of a typical epithelial to the mesenchymal transition program. Epithelial cells express molecules 

associated with the epithelial state, which help to maintain cell polarity (listed in the yellow and light orange boxes). EMT 

is activated by transcriptional factors (listed in the grey box) that repress the expression of epithelial molecules and 

concomitantly activate the expression of genes associated to a mesenchymal state (listed in red box) 52 

 

In the liver, EMT has been extensively studied and it is believed that it could be strongly involved in 

liver fibrosis thus representing a possible therapeutic target for limiting the fibrotic process 53. Since 

as mentioned above, fibrosis favors metastatic cascade, a better understanding of the correlation 

between EMT and fibrosis may allow the development of new therapeutic strategies. 

Among the soluble factors which take part in the regulation of these processes, extracellular vesicles 

may play a key role 54. 
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1.6 Extracellular vesicles 

Although considered as garbage bind when discovered 55, extracellular vesicles (EVs) are now 

recognized as one of the most attractive mechanisms of cell-cell communication 56. EVs are nanosized 

lipid-bound particles released by almost all cell types in the extracellular space. Their complex 

content reflects the cell of origin and includes proteins 57, lipids 58, metabolites 59, and nucleic acids, 

as DNA 60, mRNA 61, microRNA 62, and lncRNA 63 (Fig. 9). 

 

 

FIGURE 9 EVs biogenesis, cargo, and internalization by target cell 64 

 

In 2007, Valadi et al. showed for the first time that EV content can be functionally transferred to 

target cells thus modulating their phenotype. They demonstrated that EVs mediate genetic exchange 

between cells by releasing functional microRNA and mRNA into receiving cells 61. This observation 

was followed by an increasing number of studies that unquestionably demonstrated the involvement 

of EVs in cell-cell communication taking part in both physiological and pathological processes. 

Moreover, since EVs can be isolated from several bio-fluids including blood 65, saliva 66, urine 67, 

cerebrospinal fluid 68, seminal fluid 69, breast milk 70 and so on they have been considered as possible 

biomarkers 71. Although they can be isolated using different techniques, the most used method of EV 

isolation is ultracentrifugation. Other techniques include density gradient centrifugation, size 

exclusion chromatography, and polymer-based precipitation, with each varying in yield of EVs, the 

depletion of contaminants, the intensity of labour, time, and the cost of the procedure. Since they 

attracted the attention of the scientific community, the number of studies regarding EVs is growing 

exponentially. 
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Several molecules have been identified as EV markers, such as tetraspanins (CD9, CD63, CD81), 

heat shock protein (Hsp70, HSP90), ALG-2-interacting protein X (Alix), tumor susceptibility gene 

101 (Tsg101), and Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC class I and II) 72. 

In the past, EVs have been classified, according to their biogenesis, into exosomes, ectosomes, 

microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies 73. Exosomes are the smallest EVs (∼40-120 nm in diameter) and 

they originate from the endosomal compartment following the fusion of multivesicular bodies with 

the cell membrane 74. Ectosomes, whose size range 100-500 nm 75 and microvesicles, usually from 

100 nm to 1 μm in diameter, are formed directly by the outward budding of the plasma membrane 76. 

Finally, apoptotic bodies are the largest EVs, ranging from ∼500 nm to 5 μm, and are released as a 

consequence of programmed cell death 77. However, as demonstrated in many studies 78, 79, the 

existing overlap among different EV subpopulations and the difficulty to clarify their biogenesis 

prompted the scientific community to simplify their classification into small (< 200 nm) and large (> 

200 nm) EVs 80. 

Nowadays, it is clear that EVs are strongly involved in the income of many diseases, such as 

neurological diseases 81, cardiovascular diseases 82, metabolic disorders 83, and cancer 84. 

 

1.7 Tumor-derived extracellular vesicles 

Increasing evidence has demonstrated that EVs are involved in several steps of cancer, from tumor 

initiation to angiogenesis, immune escape, and metastatic dissemination (Fig. 10). Many studies 

demonstrated that the inhibition of EV release from cancer cells was associated with reduced cancer 

growth and metastasis 85-87, thus highlighting that EVs play a key role in cancer development. 

Moreover, highly aggressive cancer cells produce more EVs than less aggressive cancer cells or 

normal cells 88. Since it is known that EV content reflects the cell of origin, tumor-derived EVs (TD-

EVs) carry several biomolecules that can be transferred into recipient cells, thereby altering their 

phenotype. For instance, glioma- and breast cancer-derived EVs altered the phenotype of non-

transformed cells, leading them to acquire some phenotypic features of a transformed cell, such as 

increased growth and survival 89. Besides, Schillaci et al. demonstrated that metastatic CRC cells can 

transfer their amoeboid phenotype to isogenic primary cancer cells through EVs 90. 

In the context of an expanding tumor, cancer cells have to remain viable despite being exposed to a 

stressful environment with limiting amounts of nutrients and oxygen. The release and transfer of EVs 

between cancer cells may serve as a survival mechanism because cancer cells can consistently 

promote the survival of other cancer cells through EVs 91. 
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Moreover, EVs are involved in chemoresistance as demonstrated by Kreger et al., who found that 

breast cancer cells treated with paclitaxel (PTX), a known anti-tumor drug 92, produced an high 

number of EVs containing survivin (protein involved in cell survival) 91. 

EVs have been demonstrated to also promote tumor angiogenesis. For example, it was shown that 

cancer-derived EVs carried EGF-receptor and increased the production of VEGF in human umbilical 

vein endothelial cells, thus stimulating blood vessel formation 93. 

Cancer cells mediated immunosuppression typically through the increased expression of programmed 

death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) on the surfaces of cancer cells, thus leading to the generation of several 

inhibitors 94. The development of immunotherapeutic drugs, based on immune checkpoint inhibitors, 

revolutionized cancer therapies and increased the survival of cancer patients. However, as for 

chemotherapeutic drugs, also immunotherapies could lead to chemoresistance. Interestingly, it has 

been demonstrated that EVs are involved in this mechanism since they can carry PD-L1 on their 

surface 95, thus limiting the effects of anti-PD-L1 therapies 96. 

 

 

FIGURE 10 Diagram depicting the contribution of EVs to different aspects of cancer initiation and progression 97 
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1.8 TD-EVs as regulators of metastatic cascade 

Even before their arrival, tumor cells can induce pre-metastatic niche formation in distant organs by 

releasing soluble factors that encourage their survival, attachment, invasion, immune evasion, and 

outgrowth 16. Many studies highlighted that TD-EVs carry proteins and microRNAs that 

reprogramme or educate target cells towards a pro-metastatic and proinflammatory phenotype 16, 87, 

98. Interestingly EVs can dictate metastatic organotropism (Fig. 11) 99. Breast and pancreatic cancer 

cell-secreted EVs express integrins on their surface, which promotes their homing to specific organs 

thereby preparing the pre-metastatic niche 100. In particular, the presence of α6β4 heterodimer on the 

EV surface favoured the homing to the lungs, while αvβ5 to the liver 100. EVs released by melanoma 

cells re-educate bone marrow-derived cells, thus contributing to the formation of the pre-metastatic 

niche in the lungs 87. Pancreatic cancer cells produce EVs containing MIF, which promote TFGβ 

expression in Kupffer cells, stimulating hepatic stellate cells to secrete fibronectin thus promoting the 

establishment of liver pre-metastatic niche 98. 

 

 

FIGURE 11 EVs can dictate metastatic organotropism 99 
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Recent evidence shed the light on the role played by CRC-derived EVs in the pre-metastatic niche 

formation in the liver. Tian et al. demonstrated that CRC EVs carry miR-121 and miR-122 that 

suppressed Serine Peptidase Inhibitor, Kunitz Type 1 (SPINT1) and promoted hepatocyte growth 

factor (HGF) expression in liver stromal cells which contributes to the pathogenesis of liver 

metastasis 101. Another group demonstrated that CRC-EVs are enriched in miR-21-5p, which 

promoted a liver proinflammatory phenotype. CRC-sEVs carrying miR-21-5p polarized liver 

macrophages by increasing the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-6, 

both in vitro and in vivo 102. Shang et al. highlighted that CRC-EVs, carrying miR-183-5p, 

downregulated FOXO1 expression and enhanced proliferation, invasion, and tube formation abilities 

of endothelial cells; their findings were also confirmed in vivo suggesting that CRC-derived EVs 

promote angiogenesis 103. CRC-EVs may target also cancer associated fibroblasts and alter their lipid 

metabolism promoting liver metastasis 104. Other studies demonstrated that CRC-EVs can promote 

M2 polarization 105, 106.  

Overall, this evidence suggests that CRC-EVs participate in the pre-metastatic niche formation by 

affecting the phenotype of liver non parenchyma cells; however, no studies in literature focused on 

the effect of CRC-EVs on the main cell type in the liver: hepatocytes. 
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2. Aim of the study 

In the last years, many studies highlighted the role of CRC-derived EVs in the formation of the pre-

metastatic niche in the liver at the level of non-parenchyma cells, such as macrophages and hepatic 

stellate cells. However, although hepatocytes represent the most prominent part of the liver they have 

been described to be involved only in the late steps of the metastatic cascade. To date, the role of 

hepatocytes in the early steps of metastasis, in particular during the pre-metastatic niche formation, 

is still unknown. 

The aim of this work was to study the effects induced by CRC-derived small EVs on structural 

features and functional activities of hepatocytes, and then how CRC-SEVs can be involved in the 

regulation of liver metastasis progression, specifically evaluating their involvement in pre-metastatic 

niche formation (Fig. 12). 

 

 

FIGURE 12 Schematic illustration of the aim of this study. Colorectal cancer cells release small extracellular vesicles 

(SEVs) that may participate in the formation of pre-metastatic niche in the liver, thus favoring liver metastasis. SEVs: 

small extracellular vesicles. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Cell cultures 

3.1.1 THLE-2 cells 

SV40 large T antigen-immortalized normal human liver epithelial cell line, THLE-2 (ATCC, 

Manassas, VA), was cultured in Airway Epithelial Cell Basal Medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA) with 

the Bronchial Epithelial Cell Growth Kit (ATCC, Manassas, VA), supplemented with 70 ng/ml 

phosphoethanolamine, 5 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine 

serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Euroclone, UK) at 37 °C with 5% 

CO2. Cells were maintained in pre-coated flasks with a collagen coating made with a mixture of 0.01 

mg/ml fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), 0.03 mg/ml bovine collagen type I 

(Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego region, California, USA), and 0.01 mg/ml bovine serum albumin 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). 

To obtain liver spheroids, THLE-2 cells were cultured in LHC8 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 

70 ng/ml phosphoethanolamine, 5 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 

100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Euroclone, UK) at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Cells were 

maintained in pre-coated flasks with a collagen coating made with a mixture of 0.03 mg/ml bovine 

collagen type I (Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego region, California, USA), and 0.01 mg/ml bovine 

serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). We found that these culturing conditions allow 

the maintenance of healthy hepatocytes in a low differentiated state, which is useful in the starting 

steps of spheroids formation. THLE-2 cells were seeded into ultra-low attachment 96 well plates 

(1.500 cells per well) in 100 μl of LHC8 complete media. After 3 days, 100 μl of Airway Epithelial 

Cell Basal Medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA) supplemented with 2X Bronchial Epithelial Cell Growth 

Kit (ATCC, Manassas, VA) 70 ng/ml phosphoethanolamine, 5 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 

100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Euroclone, UK) without FBS were added to each 

well. On day 4 and day 5, a half change of media was performed, by discarding 100 μl of media from 

each well and adding 100 μl of fresh Airway Epithelial Cell Basal Medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA) 

supplemented with Bronchial Epithelial Cell Growth Kit (ATCC, Manassas, VA) 70 ng/ml 

phosphoethanolamine, 5 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/ml 

streptomycin (Euroclone, UK) without FBS. On day 7 the spheroids were collected for further 

analyses. 

 

3.1.2 SW480 and SW620 cells 

The colorectal cancer cell lines SW480 (ATCC CCL-228) and SW620 (ATCC CCL-227) are isogenic 

cell lines derived respectively from the primary tumor and from lymph nodes. 
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They were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium (Euroclone, UK) supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated FBS (Euroclone UK), 2mM L-glutamine (Euroclone, UK), 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 

µg/ml streptomycin (Euroclone, UK). 

 

3.1.3 UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- cells 

The human uveal melanoma cell lines UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- were isolated from a patient 

affected by uveal melanoma (UM) with metastasis, which had a homozygous frameshift deletion in 

BAP1 gene. UM22Bap1+/+ cells were transfected using a retroviral vector with a functional copy of 

BAP1, while UM22Bap1-/- received an empty vector control sample 107. UM22Bap1+/+ and 

UM22Bap1-/- were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Cytiva) supplemented with 10% FBS (Euroclone, Pero 

(MI), Italy), 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Cytiva), and 2 mM L-glutamine 

(Cytiva). 

 

3.2 Preparation of EV-depleted FBS 

During my abroad period, to obtain EV-depleted FBS I tested three slightly different protocols based 

on different combinations of ultracentrifugation (UC) and heat inactivation (HI). The EV depletion 

of FBS was performed by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 × g (Type 70 Ti, fixed angle rotor) for 105 

min at 4°C. The heat-inactivation was performed by placing FBS in a water bath at 56 ºC for 30 

minutes under agitation. The protocol was the same for all conditions except for the moment when 

the heat inactivation is performed: (a) FBS was ultracentrifuged but not heat-inactivated; (b) FBS was 

heat-inactivated before UC; (c) FBS was heat-inactivated after EV depletion. After UC, the pellet 

was discarded, while the supernatant was filtered through a 0.22 µm and then stored at -20°C before 

use. It was found that performing HI after UC contaminates cell-derived SEVs, thus demonstrating 

that in EV studies FBS should not be HI or the HI should be performed before UC 108. 

 

3.3 Small extracellular vesicles isolation 

3.3.1 CRC cells-derived SEVs 

SEVs were isolated from the conditioned culture medium of SW480 and SW620 cells maintained in 

the presence of EV-depleted FBS. The conditioned medium was collected after a culture period of 

24h and then subjected to differential centrifugations followed by ultracentrifugation as previously 

described 95. Briefly, the conditioned culture medium was centrifuged for 5 min at 300×g, 15 min at 

3,000×g and 30 min at 10,000×g; the supernatant was then ultracentrifuged for 105 min at 100,000×g 

in a Type 70 Ti, fixed angle rotor. 
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3.3.2 Plasma-derived SEVs 

The results obtained by using SEVs from cell cultures were validated by using SEVs isolated from 

plasma of CRC patients and healthy donors (Table 1) and from human biopsies (Table 2).  Following 

the manufacturer’s instructions, Total Exosome Isolation Kit (Invitrogen) was used for isolating SEVs 

from 100 µl of plasma samples. Briefly, the plasma was centrifuged for 20 min at 2000× g and 20 

min at 10,000× g at room temperature. The supernatant was mixed with 0.5 volume of 1X PBS and 

vortexed, then a 0.2 volume of Exosome Precipitation Reagent (from plasma) was added to the 

samples and vortexed again. The samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes and 

centrifugated for 5 min at 10,000× g at room temperature.  

At the end of the isolation procedure, the SEV pellets obtained from both conditioned culture medium 

and plasma samples were resuspended in no more than 100 μl PBS, the SEV proteins were measured 

by the Bradford protein assay and SEV pellets were then stored at −80 °C until use. Particle size 

distribution and concentration were measured as described in the previous paragraph. 

 

 TABLE 1 Information about plasma samples from patients (P) with CRC and healthy controls (HS) 

Plasma sample Sex Age Disease status Diagnosis TNM-stage Grading 

P1 F 48 CRC ADC T3N0Mx 2 

P2 M 75 CRC ADC T3N1aMx 2 

P3 M 71 CRC ADC T3N0Mx 2 

P4 M 74 CRC ADC T3N0Mx 2 

P5 M 55 CRC ADC T3N2bMx 2 

HS1 M 57 Absent - - - 

HS2 F 44 Absent - - - 

HS3 F 26 Absent - - - 

HS4 F 35 Absent - - - 

HS5 F 39 Absent - - - 

CRC: Colorectal Cancer; ADC: Adenocarcinoma 

 

3.3.3 CRC biopsies-derived SEVs 

Finally, SEVs were also isolated from CRC biopsies (CRC/B, Table 2) and from the adjacent non-

tumoral mucosa (Adjacent Non-CRC biopsies: AdNCRC/B, Table 2) using the protocol established 

previously by Crescitelli et al. 109 with minor modifications. The tissue pieces were gently sliced into 

small fragments (1–2 mm) and incubated with collagenase D (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) (2 mg/ml) 

and DNase I (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) (40 U/ml) dissolved in RPMI plain medium (St Louis, MO, 

USA) for 30 min at 37°C.  After incubation, the samples were passed through a 70 µm filter. 
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The resulting filtered liquid was centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 minutes, 2,000 × g for 20 minutes and 

ultracentrifuged at 16,500 × g for 6 minutes (TLA 100.3, k-factor: 404.5, Beckman Coulter, Miami, 

FL, USA) to remove cells, tissue debris and large EVs. The remaining supernatant was 

ultracentrifuged at 120,000 x g for 65 minutes (TLA 100.3, k-factor: 55.5, Beckman coulter) to pellet 

small EVs.  

 

TABLE 2 Information about biopsy samples of patients with CRC 

Biopsy  Sex Age Diagnosis TNM-stage Grading 

 

NCRC/B1 
M 79 ADC T3bN0Mx 3 

CRC/B1 

NCRC/B2 
M 58 ADC T3N2aMx 3 

CRC/B2 

CRC/B: Colorectal Cancer biopsy;  

AdNCRC/B: Adjacent Non-Colorectal Cancer mucosa biopsy; ADC: Adenocarcinoma 

 

3.3.4 UM cells-derived SEVs 

SEVs were isolated from the conditioned media of UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- cell lines as 

described previously 110. The conditioned media was collected after 72h and subjected to differential 

centrifugations. Cells and debris were removed by centrifugations at 300 × g for 10 min and at 2,000 

× g for 20 min at 4°C. The supernatant was centrifuged at 16,500 × g for 20 min at 4°C and 118,000 

× g for 2.5 h at 4°C to collect SEVs (Type 45 Ti rotor, 38,800 rpm, k-factor 178.6, Beckman Coulter). 

At the end of the isolation procedure, the SEV pellets obtained from both conditioned culture medium 

of UM cells and biopsies samples were resuspended in PBS and further purified by a bottom-loaded 

Iodixanol density cushion (OptiPrepTM, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). Briefly, the SEVs 

were bottom-loaded by mixing 1 ml sample with 3 ml of 60% OptiPrepTM which was placed at the 

bottom of an ultracentrifuge tube. On top of this, 4 ml of 30% OptiPrepTM and 4 ml of 10% was 

carefully layered on top. The samples were then centrifuged at 97,000 × g for 2 hours (SW 41 Ti, k-

factor: 265.1, Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL, USA). After centrifugation, the visible band containing 

the purified vesicles was collected from the 10%/30% interface (1.078 g/mL and 1.175 g/ml 

OptiPrepTM). To remove the contamination from OptiPrepTM, SEVs were further centrifuged at 

120,000 x g for 65 minutes (TLA 100.3, k-factor: 55.5, Beckman coulter, Miami, FL, USA). Protein 

was estimated with the Qubit assay system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) following 

manufacturer’s instructions. 
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3.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

3.4.1 CRC cells and plasma-derived SEVs 

To perform the morphological characterization of isolated sEVs, TEM microscopy analyses were 

performed in two different labs depending on the origin of the processed samples. For SEVs isolated 

from conditioned culture medium and plasma samples:  SEVs were prepared for electron microscopy 

studies using negative staining. SEVs suspension of 5μl was deposited onto the carbon-coated EM 

grids. After washing, the samples were fixed for 5 min in 1% glutaraldehyde and negatively stained 

with 2% phosphotungstic acid. The grids were viewed in a JEM 1400 Plus electron microscope (Jeol, 

Japan) operating at 80 kV equipped with a CCD camera. 

 

3.4.2 CRC biopsies-derived SEVs 

For SEVs isolated from tissue samples: investigation of SEVs by negative staining was performed as 

previously described 109. Briefly, 2.3 μg of SEVs was placed onto glow discharged 200-mesh formvar/ 

carbon copper grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield Township, PA). After two washes in 

H2O, SEVs were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde. After two further washes in H2O, the samples were 

stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 1.5 min. Negative-stained samples were examined on a digitized 

Talos L120C electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 120 kV with a CCD camera. 

 

3.5 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

For scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis liver spheroids were collected at the end of the 

experiment and washed two times with PBS. After washing, liver spheroids were fixed with 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde and stored in 70% ethanol. SEM analyses, spheroids slicing, and haematoxylin/eosin 

staining were performed by Prof. Maria Cristina Guerrera at the University of Messina. 

 

3.6 Treatment of hepatocytes 

To analyze the effects induced by the CRC_sEVs on hepatocytes, the following protocol of treatment 

was applied. After reaching sub-confluence, THLE-2 cells were treated for the indicated time points 

with about 1.5*E10 particles of SEVs derived from CRC cells corresponding to 20 μg/ml, the dose 

we found effective in our previous study 90, 95. Thus, the same number of particles/ml was used for 

treating the THLE-2 cells with SEVs from the plasma of healthy subjects and CRC patients, from 

CRC and adjacent non-CRC biopsies and UM cells. On day 5, liver spheroids were treated for the 

indicated time points with about 1.5*E10 particles of SEVs derived from SW480 cells. 

After treatment, THLE-2 cells and liver spheroids were harvested for real-time quantitative PCR, 

Western Blot, or immunofluorescence analysis by confocal microscopy. 
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3.7 Western blot 

THLE-2 cells, SEVs (from cells or plasma), or liver spheroids were lysed using RIPA buffer with 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) (1:100 dilution) for 1h 

and 30 min on ice and then centrifuged at 18,800 × g for 15 min at 4 °C. 

The extracted proteins were measured using the Bradford protein assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). 

Proteins were separated on Bolt 4-12% Bis-Tris Plus precast polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen by 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) under reducing conditions, except for TGFβ1 

analysis. Following electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose blotting membrane 

(Amersham Protran Premium 0.45 µm NC by GE HealthCare Life Science, Little Chalfont, 

Buckinghamshire, UK), blocked in 1% BSA and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. 

Primary antibodies used for sEV characterization were: anti-CD81 (1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), anti-HSC70 (1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, 

TX, USA), anti-Calnexin (1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), anti-cytochrome c 

(1:1000; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA); the primary antibody anti-TGFβ1 antibody 

(1:300 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) was used to assess the presence of 

TGFβ1 in CRC_sEVs; primary antibodies used for investigating the modulation of mediators of the 

TGFβ1 signalling and the related targets were: anti-SMAD 2/3 (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling 

Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-pSMAD 2/3 (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, 

Danvers, MA, USA), anti-SNAIL (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), 

anti-SLUG (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-vimentin (1:300 

dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-αSMA (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling 

Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-CK8/18 (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, 

MA, USA), anti-E-Cadherin  (1:300 dilution; Cell Signaling), and anti-HNF4 (1:300 dilution; Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA). Anti-β actin (1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

Dallas, Tx, USA), anti-GAPDH (1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), and 

anti-Tubulin (1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) were employed to detect 

proteins used as loading control. After washing with Tris-buffered saline +Tween 20 (TBS/T) three 

times, the membrane was incubated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-rabbit 

or anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:1000 dilution; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 

at room temperature for 1 h. 

The protein bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL™ Prime Western Blotting 

System Cytiva RPN2232) by using the Chemidoc imaging system (Bio-Rad, Milan, Italy). GAPDH, 

Actin, and tubulin were used as the loading controls. Densitometric analysis of the Western blot was 

performed by using ImageJ software. 
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3.8 Cytotoxicity assay 

To evaluate if SEVs can have a toxic effect on hepatocytes growth, the CellTox™ Green Cytotoxicity 

Assay was performed (G8741, Promega, Madison, WI, USA). THLE-2 cells were cultured in 

triplicate at 5 × 103 cells/well into white-walled, opaque 96 well plates; 24h post-seeding, cells were 

treated for 24 and 48h with approximately 1.5*E10 particles of SW480_SEVs, SW620_DEVs, 

CRC_P/DEVs (P1-5) and HS/DEVs (HS1-5). Changes in membrane integrity that occur as a result 

of cell death were measured as relative fluorescence unit (RFU) by Glomax (Promega, Madison, WI, 

USA). 

 

3.9 Real-Time PCR 

Total RNA was extracted using illustraTM RNA spin mini-RNA isolation Kit (GE Healthcare, Little 

Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). The RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using the High-

Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Then, the 

cDNA was subjected to quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-

PCR) analysis. The sequences of the used primers are reported in the Table 3. Real-time PCR was 

performed using Step OneTM Real time PCR System Thermal Cycling Block (Applied Biosystems, 

Waltham, MA, USA) in a 20 μl reaction containing 300 nM of each primer, 2 μl template cDNA, 18 

μl 2X SYBR Green I Master Mix. The PCR was run at 95°C for 20 sec followed by 40 cycles of 95°C 

for 3 sec and 60°C for 30 sec. GAPDH was used as the endogenous control. Relative changes in gene 

expression between control and treated samples were determined using the ΔΔCt method. 

 

TABLE 3 Primers used in RT-PCR 

 

3.10 Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) of albumin 

The amount of albumin in the culture medium of THLE-2 cells and liver spheroids treated with CRC 

cells-derived SEVs was determined by human albumin ELISA kit (Abcam, Cambridge, UK). The 

ELISA assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

 

Primers Forward Reverse 

GAPDH  ATGGGGAAGGTGAAGGTCG GGGTCATTGATGGCAACAATAT 

ALB GAGACCAGAGGTTGATGTGATG GCCATCATCTTCTTTGACCCA 

APOE TGGCACTGGGTCGCTTTTGGG TCATGGTCTCGTCCATCAGCGC 

CYP3A4 AAGTCGCCTCGAAGATACACA AAGGAGAGAACACTGCTCGTG 
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3.11 Confocal fluorescent microscopy 

At the end of the treatment, THLE-2 cells and liver spheroids were fixed by the addition of PFA 4%, 

permeabilized with TritonX-100, and incubated at room temperature with primary antibodies: anti-

HNF4 (1:50 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), anti-CK8/18 (1:50 dilution; Cell 

Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-vimentin (1:50 dilution; Cell Signaling 

Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-Ecadherin (1:50 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, 

Danvers, MA, USA), and anti-Fibronectin (1:50 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, 

USA). Unbound primary antibody was then removed, and cells were washed with ice-cold PBS and 

incubated with DyLight 488 or Dylight 594 secondary antibody (1:500 dilution; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Unbound secondary antibody was aspirated off, cells were washed 

with ice-cold PBS, and nuclei were stained with Hoechst (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA).  In some cases, cells were stained with Actin Green (Thermo-fisher, Waltham, 

MA, USA) (1:125 dilution) to detect F-actin. Finally, the samples were analyzed by confocal 

fluorescence microscopy (Nikon A1). 

 

3.12 dSTORM characterization 

Direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM) is an emergent single-molecule 

super-resolution imaging technique with a practical resolution limit of 20 nm used extensively to 

image and characterize the anatomy, organisation, and biomechanical properties of subcellular 

structures as EVs 111. SEVs prepared from SW480 and SW620 cells (1.8 x 107 and 3.5 x 107 particles, 

respectively) were immunolabeled overnight at 4°C using a cocktail of fluorescently labeled 

antibodies against CD9 (Atto488 mouse anti-human monoclonal; FL-REA-EV-CD9-Atto488, ONI), 

CD63 (Cy3BTM mouse anti-human monoclonal; FL-REA-EV-CD63-Cy3b, ONI), and TGFβ1 

(Alexa Fluor®647 mouse anti-human monoclonal; IC10502R, R&D Systems). They were then 

loaded and captured on the surface of a PEG-Biotin functionalized microfluidic chip included in the 

EasyVisi Single-Extracellular Vesicle Characterization kit from ONI (beta version 1.0, Oxford 

Nanoimaging, UK). Surface preparation, removal of unbound antibodies, and crosslinking of EVs to 

the chip surface, including all wash steps, were done using the EasyVisi kit and automated using a 

Roboflow microfluidic sample preparation platform (ONI). Direct stochastic optical reconstruction 

microscopy (dSTORM) imaging was then performed after freshly prepared BCubed STORM-

imaging buffer (ONI) was added to each lane on the microfluidics chip. Single-molecule fluorescence 

data consisting of 2000 frames per channel, was sequentially acquired using the Nanoimager S Mark 

II with laser power set to 45, 50, and 50% for the 640, 560, and 488 lasers, respectively. 
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An Olympus 1.4NA 100x oil immersion super apochromatic objective was used with angle of 

illumination set to 52.5°. Channel mapping was calibrated at the start of the imaging session using 

0.1 µm Tetraspeck beads (#T7279, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Data was processed on NimOS 

software (version 1.18; ONI). To identify EV subpopulations that express one, two, or three markers, 

single-molecule data was analyzed using algorithms developed by ONI via their online localization 

microscopy data analysis platform beta-released named CODI (https://alto.codi.bio/, releases 0.16.0 

to 0.14.1; March 9th to April 28th, 2021). The analysis workflow of SEV data included filtering, drift 

correction, and subsequent clustering using hierarchical density-based clustering algorithms for 

single-EV analysis. 

 

3.13 Trypsin digestion of CRC_SEVs and TGFβ1 ELISA assay 

To assess the SEV surface localization of TGFβ1, approximately 200 μg of SW480_SEVs and 

SW620_SEVs were resuspended in a final volume of 0.5 ml of PBS with 0.125% trypsin (Corning, 

Manassas, VA) and incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes under agitation 112, 113. At the end of the reaction, 

the sEVs were diluted in 40 ml PBS and subjected to ultracentrifugation for 105 min at 100,000× g 

in a Type 70 Ti fixed angle rotor. Finally, the pellet was resuspended in PBS and analyzed by NTA 

to assess the integrity of SEVs after treatment with trypsin and by ELISA to verify TGFβ1 removal. 

Untreated SW480_SEVs and SW620_SEVs were used as a control. 

The presence of TGFβ1 in trypsin-treated and untreated SW480_SEVs and SW620_SEVs was 

determined by using a TGFβ1-specific ELISA kit (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The assay was performed 

using the same number of particles determined by NTA. The ELISA assay was then performed 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

3.14 CellTiter-Glo® 3D Cell Viability Assay 

To test the viability of liver spheroids following the treatment with SW480_SEVs, we performed 

CellTiter-Glo® 3D Cell Viability Assay. Briefly, liver spheroids were treated with SW480_SEVs for 

48h, then they were transferred in opaque-walled 96 well plates and we added 100 μl of CellTiter-

Glo® 3D Reagent. The plate was incubated for 5 min under agitation to induce cell lysis, then for 

additional 25 min to stabilize the luminescent signal. The luminescence was recorded using Glomax. 

 

3.15 Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) cytotoxic assay 

The conditioned media of liver spheroids was collected after 48 h of treatment with SW480_SEVs 

and the Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) assay was performed according to the instructions of the LDH-

Glo™ Cytotoxicity Assay kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). 
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Briefly, 50 µL of medium (diluted 1:100 in LDH Storage Buffer) were transferred into a 96-well plate 

in duplicate wells, then 50 µL of LDH Detection Reagent were added to each well and incubated for 

60 minutes at room temperature. Finally, the luminescence was recorded using Glomax. The 

cytotoxicity was calculated using the following formula: (LDH in treated cells × 1) / (LDH in control 

cells) 

 

3.16 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software 9.5.1 (GraphPad software, Inc., 

La Jolla, CA). Values reported in all graphs are the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of three replicates, 

unless otherwise stated. The statistical significance of the differences was analyzed using a two-tailed 

Student’s t-test. A p-value ≤0.05 was considered significant. 

 

3.17 Ethics statement 

Human plasma collections were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee Catania 2 - ARNAS 

Garibaldi Hospital, Catania, Italy (20/07/2020; 436/C.E.) and by the Institutional Ethics Committee 

Palermo 1 - Policlinic University Hospital “Paolo Giaccone”, Palermo, Italy (23/09/2020; 8/2020); 

healthy donors (n=5), CRC patients without metastasis (n=5). CRC tissue samples (n=2) and adjacent 

non-CRC mucosa (n=2) were collected from patients undergoing surgical tumor resection at the 

Department of Surgery at Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden, in accordance with 

the rules and regulations of the Central Ethical Review Board of Gothenburg (Dnr 995-16 and 2019-

04873). All enrolled individuals provided informed consent according to the protocol approved by 

the referent institutional review board. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Characterization of SEVs isolated from CRC cell lines 

SEVs from culture supernatants of the human CRC cell lines SW480 and SW620 were isolated and 

collected as described in the Methods section and characterized. The NTA showed that SEVs isolated 

from SW480 cells are more heterogeneous regarding size than vesicles derived from SW620, but the 

two populations have equivalent concentration of 1.5 × 108/ml (Fig. 13 A). Regarding the observed 

size, we found that both SW480_SEVs and SW620_SEVs have an average size close to what was 

previously described 80, as confirmed by the modal size, although the presence of  multiple peaks in 

the graph highlight that the size of isolated SEVs was not completely homogeneous (Fig. 13 A). Next, 

the TEM images reported in Fig. 13 B showed particles with the typical spherical structure mainly 

ranging between 120-150 nm in accordance with the classical SEV size distribution, confirming the 

NTA results. Finally, SEVs derived from CRC cell lines were characterized by protein analysis. 

Typical EV markers (HSC70 and CD81) were positive in SEVs, while the absence of Calnexin and 

Cytochrome C indicated no contamination by endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial proteins (Fig. 

13 C). 
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FIGURE 13 Characterization of SEVs isolated from CRC cell conditioned media by ultracentrifugation. (A) NanoSight 

NTA analysis of the sizes of SW480_SEVs and SW620_SEVs. (B) Representative TEM micrographs of SEVs isolated 

from CRC cell culture medium in which clusters (upper panel) and single vesicles (lower panel) are showed. (C) SEVs 

were compared to whole cell lysates by Western Blot. Membranes were probed using antibodies against CD81, HSC70, 

Calnexin, and Cytochrome C.  

 

4.2 CRC_SEVs modulate the expression of hepatocytes markers 

After ensuring that CRC_SEVs did not have toxic effects on heps (Fig. 14 A), we analyzed the 

expression levels of some functional hepatocyte-specific genes such as albumin (ALBU), 

apolipoprotein E (APOE), and cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) 114, 115, following the treatment with 

CRC_SEVs. We observed that both SW480_SEVs and SW620_SEVs after 24h significantly 

inhibited the expression of the three genes, and this effect was stronger after 48h (Fig. 14 B). 

Moreover, for both SEV types, the downregulation of ALBU after 24h of treatment was also 

confirmed at the protein level by ELISA (Fig. 14 C). To assess the ability of CRC_SEVs to alter the 

key phenotypic characteristics of heps we also analyzed by confocal microscopy the expression and 

the localization of the Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 4 (HNF-4), central regulator of hepatocyte 

differentiation and function 116. According with the data on ALBU, APOE and CYP3A4, we found 

that the treatment for 24h with CRC_SEVs induced a clear reduction of HNF-4 correlating with its 

low nuclear localization in comparison to no-treated cells (Fig. 14 D). It was interesting to observe 

that the negative modulations at gene/protein levels corresponded to evident morphological changes. 

As it is observable in the representative micrographs in Fig. 14 E, we observed that when treated with 

CRC_SEVs, the heps formed a monolayer that lost its regular and well-arranged structure and was 

characterized by the appearance of spaces between cells (yellow arrows). 
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FIGURE 14 CRC_SEVs alter the functional properties and morphology of heps. (A) CellTox assay showed that treatment 

for 24 and 48 h with CRC_SEVs did not alter the viability of THLE-2 cells (RFU: relative fluorescence units). (B) Gene 

expression levels of ALBU, CYP3A4, and APOE were measured in THLE-2 cells treated with CRC_SEVs. (C) ELISA 

assay of ALBU released in the conditioned medium of THLE-2 cells treated with CRC_SEVs for 24h. In all reported 

graphs, the asterisks indicate significant differences vs untreated control cells (Ctrl) (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.01). (D) 

Fluorescent confocal microscope images showing HNF4 expression and localization in THLE-2 cells treated for 24h with 

CRC_SEVs; (E) Fluorescent confocal microscope images showing the morphological changes of THLE-2 cells induced 

by treatment with CRC_SEVs for 24h; Actin Green (green) was used to stain actin fibers; Hoechst (blue) was used to 

stain the nuclei; the yellow arrows indicate the CRC_SEV-induced holes in the THLE-2 cells monolayer. Ctrl: untreated 

control cells. 

 

To understand if the morphological changes observed in the CRC_SEV-treated heps, were associated 

with modulation of structural proteins, we evaluated by confocal microscopy the expression levels of 

the cytoskeletal proteins vimentin and CK8/18. 
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The representative micrographs reported in Fig. 15 showed that 24h treatment with CRC_SEVs 

induced a simultaneous increase in vimentin and decrease in CK8/18 in comparison to the control, 

leading us to hypothesize the ability of CRC_SEVs to initiate heps towards the EMT process. 

 

 

FIGURE 15 Confocal microscopy analysis of vimentin (red) and CK8/18 (green) in THLE-2 cells treated with 

CRC_sEVs for 24h; nuclei are in blue. Untreated cells are indicated as a control (Ctrl).  

 

4.3 CRC_SEVs carry TGFβ1 

The inhibition of the ALBU and HNF4 expression as well as the observed morphological changes 

can be ascribed to TGFβ1 activity 117, 118 known to be carried by EVs including those released by 

CRC cells 112, 119. Based on these considerations, we investigated the presence of this cytokine in 

SEVs isolated from both SW480 and SW620 cells. As shown in Fig. 16 A, western blot assays showed 

that CRC_SEVs were enriched in TGFβ1 compared with the cells, indicating that colorectal cancer 

cells secrete TGFβ1 into the surrounding environment through SEVs. According to data from the 

literature 112, we found that SEV from SW480 and SW620 cells, in addition to the monomer, also 

carried the latent form of TGFβ1 (Fig. 16 A). Furthermore, dSTORM imaging revealed that TGFβ1 

is located on the surface of the SEVs, as demonstrated by its colocalization with CD9 and CD81 (Fig. 

16 B). Interestingly, this analysis also highlighted that both SW480 and SW620 cells release a 

heterogeneous population of SEVs, as already described in other cell models 120. 
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As reported in the graphs in Fig. 16 B, we found the following seven SEV phenotypes for each cell 

line: CD9+/CD63+/TGFβ1+ (28.6% and 24%, respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells), 

CD9+/CD63+ (54.3% and 60%, respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells), CD9+/TGFβ1+ (2% and 

1.6%, respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells), CD63+/TGFβ1+ (3% and 2%, respectively, for 

SW480 and SW620 cells), CD9+ (4.5% and 3.3%, respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells), CD63+ 

(5.6% and 8.2%, respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells), and TGFβ1+ (2% and 0.5%, 

respectively, for SW480 and SW620 cells). These data indicated that in total, approximately 35% of 

SEVs released by SW480 cells and 30% of those released by SW620 cells carry TGFβ1. 

To confirm the SEV surface localization of TGFβ1, we verified the effects of treatment with trypsin 

on the TGFβ1/SEV association. Thus, CRC_SEVs were subjected to trypsin digestion and the 

presence of TGFβ1 was detected by an ELISA assay. As shown in Fig. 16 C, a significant decrease 

in TGFβ1 was observed in trypsin treated SEVs in comparison to untreated SEVs. 

 

 

FIGURE 16 CRC_SEVs carry TGFβ1. (A) Western Blot analysis of TGFβ1 in SW480 and SW620 cells and derived 

SEVs. (B) dSTORM imaging of SW480_ and SW620_ SEVs. The graphs on the right report the ratios of the number of 

each sEV group to the total number of counted sEVs expressed as a percentage. (C) ELISA assay showing the effect of 

the trypsin treatment on the presence of TGFβ1 in CRC_SEVs.  

 

To corroborate our investigations, in addition to SEVs obtained by the in vitro systems, THLE-2 cells 

were treated with SEVs isolated from the plasma of CRC patients (CRC_P/SEVs, n=5) and healthy 

subjects (HS/SEVs, n=5). These ex vivo SEVs were characterized by TEM and NTA, of which 

respectively in Fig. 17 A and B representative images (relative to the SEVs isolated from sample P2 

- Table 1) are reported. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 17 C all SEV samples obtained by plasma of both 

CRC patients (P1-5) and healthy subjects (HS1-5) were characterized for the presence of EV markers 

(CD81 and Alix) and for the absence of proteins expected to be underrepresented in EVs (Calnexin 

and Cytochrome C). Finally, Western Blot assays showed an appreciable difference in the amount of 

the detected latent form of TGFβ1 between CRC_P/SEVs and HS/SEVs (Fig. 17 D). 
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It is important to emphasize that since we received plasma samples from CRC patients and healthy 

subjects at different times, Western blot assays were performed independently. Thus, we paid much 

attention to making sure to have the same experimental conditions for a proper comparison of the 

obtained results. Thus, to detect TGFβ1 the same protein amount (50 μg) of each sample was loaded, 

and both membranes were exposed for 1 min. The non-cytotoxicity of the ex vivo SEVs on heps was 

assessed by the CellTox assay (Fig. 17 E-F) 

 

 

FIGURE 17 Characterization of SEVs isolated from plasma of CRC patients (CRC_P/SEVs) and healthy subjects 

(HS/SEVs). (A) Representative TEM micrograph and (B) NTA of SEVs isolated from a CRC patient plasma. (C) Western 

Blot analysis of EVs markers (CD81 and Alix) and of proteins expected to be underrepresented in EVs (Calnexin and 

Cytochrome C). (D) Western Blot analysis of TGFβ1 in CRC_P/SEVs and HS/SEVs. CellTox assay showed that 

treatment for 24 and 48h with (E) CRC_P/SEVs and (F) HS/SEVs did not alter the viability THLE-2 cells (RFU: relative 

fluorescence units). 

 

4.4 CRC_SEVs modulate the expression of EMT markers in hepatocytes 

Next, to further validate the biological function of TGFβ1/SEVs, we investigated the signaling 

pathways activated in CRC_SEV-treated heps. TGFβ1 activates a canonical signalling pathway 

mediated by SMAD 39. According to the timing reported in a recent paper by Lötvall’s group 112, we 

found an increase in phospho-SMAD2/3 levels in heps after 1h of treatment with CRC_SEVs (Fig. 

18 A), suggesting their ability to activate the canonical TGFβ1 signaling pathway. 
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Since several studies have described the roles of TGFβ1-activated SMADs in EMT induction 121, our 

further analyses were focused on TGFβ1/SMAD signalling target genes, including the transcription 

factors SNAIL and SLUG, which in turn induced the expression of mesenchymal genes (such as 

vimentin and α-SMA) and the repression of epithelial marker genes (such as E-cadherin and CK8/18) 

40, 122. Western Blot analyses showed that CRC_SEVs elicited in hepatocytes the effects due to the 

activation of the TGF-β1/SMAD signaling pathway with different time courses for the different 

analyzed target genes. As reported in Fig. 18 B, the significantly and early upregulated targets were 

the transcription factors SNAIL (after 6h) and SLUG (after 12h). Moreover, the mesenchymal marker 

vimentin started to be significantly modulated from 6h, according to data in the literature describing 

it as an early target gene of the TGFβ1/SMAD signalling pathway 123. The modulation of vimentin 

was then appreciable until 48h, when we found that α-SMA was also significantly increased (Fig. 18 

C). Finally, a significant repression of the epithelial markers CK8/18 and E-cadherin was detectable 

after 48h of CRC_SEV treatment (Fig. 18 D). Together, these findings suggest that CRC_SEVs 

elicited the activation of TGFβ1/SMAD signalling in heps associated with the expression of early and 

late EMT markers. 

According to what we observed with SEVs isolated from SW480 and SW620 cells, we found that 

SEVs isolated from plasma of CRC patients (CRC_P/SEVs) were able to activate the expression of 

the EMT transcription factors SNAIL and SLUG as well as vimentin. In detail, the results reported 

in Fig. 18 E show that CRC_P/SEVs, but not SEVs isolated from plasma of CRC patients (HS/SEVs), 

induced the upregulation of SNAIL, SLUG and vimentin after 6h of treatment in heps. As specified 

above, since the Western Blot assays of CRC_P/SEV- and HS/SEV-treated heps were also performed 

separately, we paid attention to loading the same protein concentration and fixing the same exposure 

time for protein detection.  
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FIGURE 18 CRC_SEVs induce the modulation of TGF-β/SMAD targets associated with EMT in heps. Western Blot 

assay was performed to verify the ability of SW480_ and SW620_SEVs to modulate in THLE-2 cells (A) the SMAD 2/3 

phosphorylation, (B) the expression of SNAIL and SLUG, and of (C) mesenchymal and (D) epithelial markers. Each 

Western Blot is associated with the correspondent densitometric analysis where the reported values are the mean of at 

least 2 independent experiments (±SD) of the protein normalized vs loading control (Tubulin or GAPDH). (E) Western 

Blot analyses of SNAIL, SLUG, and vimentin in THLE-2 cells treated with CRC_P/SEVs and HS/SEVs; Ctrl: untreated 

control cells. *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01. 

 

Interestingly, we found that the treatment of heps for 24h with SEVs isolated from CRC biopsy (a 

representative TEM image of these SEVs is reported in Fig. 19 A), induced a concurrent increase in 

vimentin and a decrease in CK8/18 expression, unlike SEVs isolated from the biopsy of the 

corresponding non-CRC mucosa (Fig. 19 B). 

 

 

FIGURE 19 SEVs isolated from CRC biopsies modulate the expression of mesenchymal and epithelial markers in 

hepatocytes. (A) Representative TEM micrograph of SEVs isolated from CRC biopsy (CRC/B1 in Table 2). Scale bars: 

1 µm and 100 nm. (B) Confocal microscopy analysis of vimentin (red) and CK8/18 (green) in hepatocytes treated with 

SEVs isolated from a CRC biopsy (CRC/B2 in Table 2; CRC/B2_SEVs) and from the corresponding non-CRC mucosa 

(NCRC/B2 in Table 2; NCRC/B2_sEVs) for 24h.; nuclei are in blue. Untreated cells are indicated as control (Ctrl). Scale 

bars: 50 µm. 

 

All these data were published in the journal Cancer Cell International 124. 
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4.5 Isolation and characterization of SEVs from uveal melanoma cells 

During my abroad period at the University of Gothenburg (Sweden), I focused on the effects of uveal 

melanoma-derived SEVs on liver parenchyma because liver is the main metastatic site in UM patients 

125. Uveal melanoma (UM) is rare cancer originating from the melanocytes in the uveal tract within 

the eye 126. Fifty percent of UM patients will develop metastatic disease, and interestingly 90% of 

these patients specifically show liver metastases 125 ; the prognosis of patients with metastatic UM is 

highly dependent on the progression of the disease in the liver 127. Recently, liver-directed therapies 

have been developed in an attempt to cure or stabilize liver metastases 13. Among these therapies, 

isolated hepatic perfusion (IHP) with melphalan, a known anti-cancer chemotherapy drug 128, consists 

of the connection of the liver with a heart–lung machine to perfuse the liver with a high dose of 

chemotherapy under hyperthermia 129. In 1994, percutaneous hepatic perfusion (PHP) was performed 

for the first time 130. The principle of PHP is the same of IHP, however, it is less invasive thus reducing 

morbidity and mortality related to the open procedure and it reduces the time of the procedure 13. 

However, the reasons why the liver is the almost exclusively metastatic site are still unknown and the 

role of UM-derived SEVs in initiating liver metastasis has not been elucidated yet.  

Previously work done by Olofsson Bagge’s group described recurrent mutations of the cells in UM 

and found that BAP1 mutation is correlated with liver metastasis 107. BAP1 is a multifunctional tumor 

suppressor gene involved in chromatin remodeling, DNA damage response, cell cycle control, 

regulation of cell death, and the immune response 131. They established two UM cell lines, 

UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/-, were isolated from a patient affected by UM with metastasis, which 

had a homozygous frameshift deletion in BAP1 gene 107. We isolated and characterized UM cells-

derived SEVs through TEM to investigate the size of SEVs. TEM images (Fig. 20 A) showed a high 

background probably due to protein contaminants, thus we performed iodixanol density gradient 

ultracentrifugation to separate EVs from protein contaminants. The TEM image (Fig. 20 B) shows 

that the background is minimal and the vesicles were more concentrated. Moreover, we analyzed the 

presence of canonical EV markers by western blot. While heat shock protein 90 (GRP94) was 

detected only in UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- cells, Flotilin-1 was found both in UM cells and 

SEVs. Finally, CD63 and CD9 were detected only in SEVs (Fig. 20 C), thus confirming the EV nature 

of our samples. 
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FIGURE 20 UM_SEVs characterization. SEVs were isolated from the conditioned media of UM22Bap1+/+ and 

UM22Bap1-/- and characterization by TEM (A) before and (B) after the iodixanol density cushion ultracentrifugation. 5 

μg of SEVs were loaded onto grids, negative stained, and evaluated by TEM. (C) Western blot was used to determine the 

presence of the CD9, CD63, Flottilin-1, and GRP94 in UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- cell and SEVs lysates. 

 

4.6 UM_SEVs may induce EMT in healthy hepatocytes 

In previous results, it was found that CRC_SEVs induced an EMT in normal heps, and vimentin, a 

mesenchymal marker, was strongly upregulated in CRC_SEVs treated heps compared to untreated 

cells. Interestingly, we observed an upregulation of vimentin also in heps treated with UM_SEVs for 

24 and 48h (Fig. 21). In particular, after 48h of treatment only SEVs isolated from UM22Bap1-/- cells 

increased the protein expression of vimentin, thus suggesting that BAP1 mutation may play a role in 

liver metastasis by inducing an EMT in normal heps. 

 

 

FIGURE 21 UM_SEVs effects on THLE-2 cells (A) Western blot analyses of vimentin in hepatocytes treated with 

UM22Bap1+/+ and UM22Bap1-/- SEVs for 24 and 48h with (B) corresponding densitometric analyses. 
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4.7 3D model development 

To further study the effects of CRC_SEVs in healthy heps and investigate the fibrotic process, which 

is known to drive metastatic cascade in the liver 132, a 3D cell culture model was developed. THLE-

2 cells were seeded in ultra-low attachment 96 well plate and liver spheroids were obtained as 

described in the Material and Methods section (Fig. 22 A). The morphology of liver spheroids was 

analyzed through SEM, thanks to a collaboration with Prof. Guerrera of the University of Messina, 

thus demonstrating that the selected protocol allowed us to obtain good-shaped spheres with an 

average size of 100 μm (Fig. 22 B). The confocal analyses of the whole liver spheroids allowed us to 

better analyse liver spheroids morphology and confirm their size, about 120μm (Fig. 22 C). Liver 

spheroids were also sliced and stained with haematoxylin eosin as shown in Fig. 22 D, to confirm 

spheroids compactness and the absence of necrotic areas inside the 3D structure. In order to further 

characterize liver spheroids, we analysed the expression of HNF4 and E-cadherin (Fig. 22 E). The 

strong expression of HNF4 suggest that the 3D model obtained was well differentiated; while the 

expression of E-cadherin, a known cell-cell adhesion molecule 133, is in line with the high 

compactness of the 3D structure. 
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FIGURE 22 Characterization of liver spheroids. (A) Schematic illustration of the protocol used to grow liver spheroids 

using ultra-low attachment 96 well plate. (B) Scanning electron microscope micrograph of liver spheroid. Scale bars is 

20 μm. (C) Confocal analysis of the whole liver spheroid: nuclei in blue and actin in green. The three dimensions are 210 

μm x 210 μm x 96 μm. (D) Slices of liver spheroids stained with hematoxylin and eosin. (E, upper panel) Confocal 

analysis of liver spheroid slices, HNF4 in green and nuclei in blue. Scale bars are 50 μm. (E, lower panel) Confocal 

analysis of liver spheroid slices, E-Cadherin in red and nuclei in blue. Scale bars are 20 μm. 
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4.8 CRC_SEVs modulate the expression of hepatocytes markers in liver spheroids 

Once we successfully set up the protocol to get good-shaped and functional liver spheroids, we tested 

the effect of CRC_SEVs on this model. Since the aim was to understand what happen to the 

hepatocytes when EVs from primary tumor arrive in the liver, for the following experiment the effect 

of only SW480-derived SEVs treatment were analysed. As first step, the internalization of SEVs 

derived from SW480 cells was investigated using confocal microscope. As shown in Fig. 23, after 3 

and 6h of incubation SW480_SEVs were almost exclusively internalized by cells of the outer layers 

of the liver spheroids; while after 8h, SW480_SEVs were localized in the inner layers of the 3D 

structures. These data suggest that in 3D models EVs take more time to penetrate in all the cells than 

in 2D models, where sometime after 1h the uptake of EVs is already visible. 

 

 

FIGURE 23 SW480_SEVs internalization by liver spheroids. SW480_SEVs were stained with PKH26 (in red) and 

incubated for 3, 6, and 8h. Actin was stained with Actin Green (in green) and nuclei with Hoechst (in blue). Scale bars 

are 50 μm.  

 

Next, we examined the viability and cytotoxicity of liver spheroids following the treatment with 

SW480_SEVs to ensure that also in this model CRC_SEVs did not alter hepatocytes vitality. Not 

surprisingly, we demonstrated that SW480_SEVs treatment did not affect liver spheroids viability 

and did not induce toxicity (Fig. 24 A and B). To understand whether this 3D model was able to 

respond to CRC_SEVs and hepatocytes in 3D were affected by this treatment as well as they were in 

2D the expression of hepatic functional markers was tested. As shown in Fig. 24 C, SW480_SEVs 

treatment downregulated the gene expression of ApoE and ALB. 
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The downregulation of ALB was confirmed at protein level through ELISA assay (Fig. 24 D). 

Moreover, SW480_SEVs reduced the protein expression of HNF4, which is known to drive and 

maintain hepatic differentiation, thus suggesting that CRC_SEVs impair hepatic functions (Fig. 24 

E). Finally, the expression of CK8/18 was analysed through Western Blot and it was found that 

SW480_SEVs reduced CK8/18 expression compared to control condition (untreated liver spheroids). 

Overall, these data demonstrated that liver spheroids respond to CRC_SEVs treatment in a similar 

manner to heps grown in 2D. These results validate our previous data and highlight the validity of 

this model to study pre-metastatic niche formation in the liver. 

 

 

FIGURE 24 SW480_SEVs treatment affects the expression of functional and structural markers in liver spheroids. (A) 

Viability of liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h assessed with 3D Cell Titer Glo. (B) LDH release in the 

conditioned medium of liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h. (C) RT-qPCR of ApoE and ALB expression 

in liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h. (D) ELISA assay of ALB released in the conditioned medium of 

liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h. (E) Western blot analyses of HNF4 and CK8/18 in liver spheroids 

treated with SW480_SEVs for 24 h and corresponding densitometric analyses. The values are the mean (±SD) from two 

independent experiments. 
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4.9 CRC_SEV-educated liver spheroids favour CRC metastatic cells invasion 

Our previous results demonstrated that CRC_SEVs induce an EMT on healthy heps and although 

fibrosis is linked to EMT it was not possible to study the deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) 

proteins due to the limitations of the 2D model. In particular, as described in the Material and Methods 

section, THLE-2 cells grow in flasks coated with a solution made with fibronectin and collagen, 

making tricky the analysis of these molecules. The 3D model allowed us to overcome this limitation 

since cells growing in 3D do not need a coating and produce their own ECM 134. In order to study the 

deposition of ECM proteins, liver spheroids were treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h, and the 

expression of fibronectin, known to be a marker of fibrosis in the metastatic liver 132, was analyzed 

through confocal microscope. As shown in Fig. 25, the expression of fibronectin was strongly 

increasing in liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs compared to the control condition, thus 

suggesting that CRC_SEVs may enhance the deposition of ECM proteins and favour liver fibrosis 

that in turn can lead to metastasis. 

 

 

FIGURE 25 SW480_SEVs induce the deposition of ECM protein in liver spheroids. Confocal analysis of fibronectin (in 

red) in liver spheroids treated with SW480_SEVs for 48h. Nuclei were stained in blue with Hoechst. Scale bars are 50 

μm. 

 

To investigate the ability of CRC_SEVs to educate liver spheroids and modify their structure to 

accommodate metastatic CRC cells a 3D model of invasion was set up, based on the co-culture of 

liver spheroids and SW620 cells. For this experiment, the SW620 cell line was selected because it is 

isolated from lymph nodes and it is known to do metastasis in vivo 135. 
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The idea was to mimic what may happen in vivo: SEVs from the primary tumor (SW480 cells) reach 

the liver and educate it (“seed and soil” theory), then metastatic cells (SW620 cells) enter into the 

liver and invade it. Following 72h of treatment with SW480_SEVs, we added SW620 cells to liver 

spheroid. The invasion of SW620 cells in liver spheroids was evaluated after 24h of co-culturing (Fig. 

26 A). Confocal analysis revealed that while in control liver spheroids SW620 cells made contact 

with only out-layer cells of the spheroids, SW480_SEVs pre-conditioning promoted the invasion of 

SW620 cells in the inner layers of liver spheroids (Fig. 26 B). These results highlight that CRC_SEVs 

affect the phenotype of heps favouring the establishment of a pre-metastatic niche seeding the soil 

for the metastatic cells. 

 

 

FIGURE 26 SW480_SEVs favour the invasion of metastatic cells in liver spheroids. (A) Schematic illustration of the 

protocol used to analyze the invasion of SW620-GFP cells into liver spheroids: following 72h of treatment with 

SW480_SEVs, SW620-GFP cells were co-cultured with liver spheroids for 24h. (B) Confocal analysis of SW620 cells 

(in green) invasion in liver spheroids pre-treated with SW480_SEVs for 72h. Nuclei were stained in blue with Hoechst. 

The three dimensions are indicated in the figures. 
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5. Discussion 

Accumulating evidence suggests that EVs released by primary tumor cells are key players in 

regulation of the metastatic process, including the early step driving to the formation of the pre-

metastatic niche 20, 98, 100, 136. TD-SEVs can reach and alter secondary sites before tumor cell arrival, 

conditioning the pre-metastatic niche via immunosuppression, macrophage polarization, 

angiogenesis, stromal cell remodeling, and oncogenic reprogramming 100, 137-139). In the liver it has 

been described that TD-SEVs lead to the formation of a fibrotic and immunosuppressive pre-

metastatic niche directly targeting Kupffer cells, hepatic stellate cells and natural killer cells, while 

no data are available about the involvement of heps 98, 140, 141. In this study we provided the first 

evidence that CRC-derived SEVs directly affect the phenotypic traits of heps. We found that 

CRC_SEVs carrying TGFβ1 elicit a decrease in hepatocyte marker genes (HNF4, albumin, APOE, 

and CYP3A4) and the activation of a TGFβ1/SMAD-dependent EMT associated with the acquisition 

of mesenchymal markers (vimentin and a-SMA) and with a reduction of epithelial marker expression 

(CK8/18 and E-cadherin). Our findings suggest a new role of TGFβ1-carrying CRC_SEVs in 

inducing an early alteration of structural and functional properties of liver parenchyma, thus 

anticipating the liver damage often associated with metastasis and leading heps to EMT described as 

an early step of fibrinogenesis 53. 

Here we demonstrated that CRC_SEVs carry TGFβ1 in CRC_SEVs and using super resolution 

microscopy we found that TGFβ1 is located on the surface of CRC_SEVs. The surface localization 

of TGFβ1 was further confirmed by treating the SEVs with trypsin, thus making undetectable TGFβ1 

in CRC_SEVs. The association of TGFβ1 with SEVs surface may be mediated by transforming 

growth factor beta receptor 3 (TGFBR3), which was previously identified in the proteome of 

CRC_SEVs by our group 90. On the other hand, TGFβ1 could be just sticked on SEVs surface without 

a specific interaction. An elegant study by Lötvall´s group demonstrated that TGFβ1 is associated to 

EV surface through heparinase-II and pH-sensitive elements, which could be another mechanism of 

association of TGFβ1 with CRC_SEVs. Further studies are needed to clarify how TGFβ1 is 

associated to CRC_SEVs surface. 

TGFβ1 is reported as a central player of liver injury able to induce decrease in several adult hepatocyte 

markers, such as HNF-4α and albumin, thus affecting the hepatic-specific functions 117, 118. Moreover, 

TGFβ1 is described as one of stronger signals that can regulate cell plasticity, inducing EMT-

associated modifications of the different liver cell populations, including hepatic stellate cells and 

hepatocytes, thus contributing to liver fibrosis 41, 53, 142. Hepatic fibrosis is a non-physiological process 

characterized by excessive ECM, which causes tissue damage and failure or alteration of proper liver 

function. 
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It is considered a key driver of chronic liver injury, and the fibrosis niche is described as a favorable 

microenvironment for metastatic formation in the liver. Moreover, recent studies have reported that 

liver fibrosis is a powerful negative predictor of hepatic-specific disease-free survival and relapse-

free survival in CRC 42. Even if hepatic stellate cells are widely considered the main matrix-producing 

cells that drive liver fibrosis, evidence from several in vitro and in vivo studies suggests that TGFβ1-

stimulated heps can undergo phenotypic and functional changes and can acquire a fibroblast-like 

morphology leading them to EMT associated with liver fibrosis 143, 144. However, since some 

contradictory results have questioned the EMT of heps and its contribution to liver fibrogenesis 145, 

the debate is still open, and numerous studies are focused on this topic 144. 

Recently, it has been reported that during the pro-metastatic process, heps actively participate to alter 

the immune and fibrotic microenvironment of the liver, inducing the activation of IL-6/STAT3 

signaling and the subsequent production of serum amyloid A1 and A2 146. Our study, demonstrating 

that CRC_SEVs elicit heps to undergo EMT, points out an early potential activation of their pro-

fibrotic behavior that can contribute to shape an environment supporting tumor cell colonization. 

The preliminary results obtained in collaboration with the University of Gothenburg (Sweden) 

enforced the hypothesis that hepatocytes EMT could be also involved in liver metastasis of another 

type of cancer, uveal melanoma. Interestingly, using two different UM cell lines, with wild type or 

mutated BAP1 gene, it was possible to compare the effect of the respective secreted EVs on heps 

phenotype. The observed results suggest that BAP1 mutation may lead to the release of EVs that 

upregulated vimentin more than EVs released by wild type BAP1 cells. BAP1 mutations have been 

strongly associated with metastasis in UM patients 107, 147, 148; we speculated that BAP1 mutation 

could affect EVs content thereby increasing metastatic potential. 

The increased cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions made 3D cell cultures election models for the study 

of many biological processes, bridging the gap between in vitro and in vivo research 149. We set up a 

protocol to obtain functional liver spheroids with a compact shape and morphology to investigate the 

fibrotic phenotype induced by CRC_SEVs. Although the interest in 3D models is growing in the last 

years, we are among the first groups which analysed the internalization of EVs in spheroids. Once 

validating the findings obtained with 2D model, the development of the 3D model allowed us to 

explore how the CRC_SEV-mediated EMT of heps can contribute to the formation of a fibrotic and 

tumor supportive microenvironment 150. The strong increase in fibronectin deposition caused by 

CRC_SEVs treatment is clear evidence of the involvement of EVs in pre-metastatic niche priming. 

Interestingly, the liver metastasis-specific ECM signature included collagen VI, tenascin-C, collagen 

VI and collagen XIV, fibronectin and fibrinogens 132. 
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Taking inspiration from the work by the group of Gopalakrishnan 151, we set up our co-culture 

experiment to understand whether CRC_SEVs pre-treatment can affect the subsequence invasion of 

metastatic cells. The obtained results are the proof that the phenotypic changes induced by 

CRC_SEVs have a strong biological outcome when pre-conditioned liver cells encounter CRC 

metastatic cells. 

Since metastasis is a complex mechanism in which many other factors are involved (e.g., 

organotropism, specific uptake in the organ, modulation of several cell phenotypes), further studies 

using in vivo models will be mandatory to assure the implication of CRC_SEVs in determining the 

involvement of heps during liver pre-metastatic niche formation and the related consequences. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In conclusion, our study revealed that CRC_SEVs directly target heps in which trigger a TGFβ1-

mediated EMT, suggesting for the first time that CRC_SEV-educated heps may have an active role 

in the early stage of CRC liver metastasis formation (Fig. 27). This new evidence may offer new 

insights to develop more effective targeted therapeutic approaches against the formation of hepatic 

metastases. 

 

 

FIGURE 27 Schematic illustration of the results obtained in this study. Colorectal cancer cells release small extracellular 

vesicles (SEVs) carrying TGFβ. CRC_SEVs induce an EMT in healthy heps thereby taking part in the formation of the 

pre-metastatic niche in the liver. CRC: colorectal cancer; SEVs: small extracellular vesicles. 
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